www.mlmrc.com's

Secret Downline Strategy:
YOU CAN RECRUIT...
(Potentially up to...)

“700 in 24hr!”
How to get potentially dozens of new downline members in
24 HOURS FLAT!
(Proven 100% FREE SYSTEM below...this will blow mind!!!)
(RESELLER RIGHTS: You're free to forward this ebook to your associates and
downline as long as you keep it in it's original format.)

INTRODUCTION:
WHATEVER YOU DO DO NOT MISS OUT ON THIS EASY, POWERFUL
DOWNLINE BUILDING STRATEGY REVEALED BELOW....
You've luckily stumbled across that one magic pill you and your downline need.
This is a 100% FREE strategy that will have you recruiting faster and easier
than you ever dreamed possible.
So if you do nothing else ever in your entire network marketing career, be
absolutely sure that you learn and implement this strategy which we cover in
detail below....
THIS IS THE LAST MLM E-BOOK YOU AND YOUR DOWNLINE WILL EVER NEED!
This ebook provided for free from our website: MLMRC.com will show you how to
virtually guarantee you get off to a fast start with your network marketing
program (visit http://www.mlmrc.com to learn more strategies like this one).
This ebook will show you how to recruit potentially dozens of downline members
in as little as 24 hours!
· This ebook is not some kind of “Sales Pitch”. You get the complete strategy
below, with complete details on how it works and how to use it in your MLM

business.
·This strategy is 100% FREE to do, won't cost you a dime.
·This strategy is compatible with any MLM company and we're not promoting any
MLM company. This is free generic training that works with any MLM business.
·We've kept this training very short, sweet and too the point so you actually will
learn it quickly; by watching the video below which details it all in 10 minutes flat!
·Remarkably enough, this system was used by professional network marketers to
recruit dozen's of new downline members in 24 hours, for FREE (100%
documented and verifiable!). As seen here: http://www.mlmrc.com/700in24.htm
·MLM students using this free recruiting strategy below went on to recruit their
own large downline teams, which you'll discover below. Now you can too!....
Listen, most importantly the key to success in MLM is you MUST get off to a
fast start. The reason is you have so much momentum when you're just getting
started in a new MLM business, (or getting back into the swing of things!).
So you want to double down on a powerful strategy using all that energy,
excitement and enthusiasm you have right now. Use that energy to your
advantage. PLEASE DON'T WASTE IT! Use it correctly and you'll maybe even
get rich in your MLM business!
You can do a whole lot when you're enthusiastic about something. It's literally our
one unique trait as humans that can drive us to accomplish almost anything in
life.
So what I'd suggest is that you learn and employ this powerful recruiting
strategy below. Also, you have the option to get signed up for the hands free
downline building services you'll find at: www.mlmrc.com . The more strategies
you have on the go, the better your odds of success right.
Now try using this powerful mlm recruitment strategy below and see how many
people you can recruit in the next month. Here's how it works...

GETTING STARTED:
STEP: 1 -

SEND THIS TO YOUR DOWNLINE IMMEDIATELY!

The very first step you want to do is send this document over to each of your
downline members. Email each of them a copy now. This is the most important
step, as it will instantly compound your efforts. Instead of just using this

powerful strategy yourself; now you'll have your whole team using it. Just email
a copy of this document to them. Or they can download it by going to the site
below:
Send your downline to watch the recruitment training and get this ebook at:

http://www.mlmrc.com/700in24-free-mlm-training.htm
TWITTER: For tweets if you need a shorter URL use:
http://www.mlmrc.com/700in24.htm
#MLMRC
Follow us: https://twitter.com/mlmrc_com

STEP: 2 – GET OUT A NOTEPAD
SUPER IMPORTANT: Get out a notepad and take some notes on this training.
You want to do more than just watch or read. Below we dive into this magic
strategy, so you need to take notes. Plus you want to watch the free video here,
several times until it really sinks in:

www.mlmrc.com/700in24-free-mlm-training.htm

ULTRA SUPER IMPORTANT: You'll also want to watch this video at very least 10
times (if not 100 times). See each time you watch it you'll understand this
recruiting strategy better and better. Eventually you'll gain the confidence and
understanding necessary to use it.
Then eventually once you start doing this recruiting method several times you'll
eventually get good at it, and eventually master it! Once you've mastered this
one strategy, well the rest is history, as you'll be able to recruit endless people
into your mlm downline! Watch the video here:

http://www.mlmrc.com/700in24-free-mlm-training.htm

STEP: 3 – RECRUITING STRATEGY OVERVIEW
Following just any strategy would actually be “totally stupid”. Try to avoid that
unless you've seen proven results. Well in this case we know this strategy got
MASSIVE results for those that used it!

The individual in the video is “Holton Buggs”. He's a professional network
marketer. He is listed in the top 100 mlm earners as reportedly earning over six
figures per month. He's all over Google, Youtube, Twitter etc etc. He reportedly is
earning over 2.5 million per year in his mlm. So he knows his stuff. And he's
making this kind of money as a direct result of using this professional mlm
recruiting strategy revealed here:

http://www.mlmrc.com/700in24-free-mlm-training.htm
So now you can copy this exclusive power recruiting strategy to potentially get
similar results! (again we at: http://www.mlmrc.com hold nothing back it's all
revealed below, so be sure to pass this info onto your downline or anyone in the
network marketing industry okay; they'll absolutely love you for helping them out
by showing them this #1 recruiting method...)
When you think about it, there's all kinds of mlm recruiting strategies you could
do. Some online, some offline, but they all share 1 common problem. They're all
WAY TOO SLOW. Ya you might see progress with them in several weeks or
months, but usually not the same day. And likely not in a few days.
Well this strategy has literally got to be one of the very best and fastest ways to
build your MLM downline!
Likely in the top 10 recruiting strategies out there - as something anyone can do,
quickly and easily, to build their downline FAST (again it's 100% FREE to do!).
Now if you want to learn even more recruiting strategies then be sure to sign up
for our free newsletter at: www.mlmrc.com/newsletter.htm
Until now this recruiting strategy has been a closely guarded secret within the
MLM elite inner circles. Perhaps they didn't want just anyone knowing about it or
it might dilute it's power. However, in this revealing video below, professional
networker: Holton Buggs, reveals this powerful strategy. So again please take
notes and click the link to watch the video training here:

http://www.mlmrc.com/700in24-free-mlm-training.htm

STEP: 4 – WATCH THE SECRET TRAINING VIDEO AT:
http://www.mlmrc.com/700in24-free-mlm-training.htm
Also pay close attention to what he says at: 7:20+ (POWERFUL HOOK!!!)
Remember, DO NOT WATCH THIS VIDEO JUST ONCE – This guy shows you a
powerful recruiting strategy that works. If you master this one strategy you wont'
have to do anything else ever again. Just master this one thing and you'll add

potentially dozens of members each month to your downline. So watch it at least
10 times. Make TIME TO DO THIS, and make it important. Focus in on it. And get
your downline using it also by emailing each of them a copy of this ebook.
And once you're comfortable with how the strategy works, then launch it and put
it to work for you! In your recruiting efforts.
Now this is a very hands on recruiting strategy. It's going to take up a lot of your
time. So what you also want to have get working immediately as well, is the
automated recruiting system available at: http://www.mlmrc.com This system
available at MLMRC will recruit for you 24/7/365. So go there and get that set up
as well, which you can do in as little as 10 minutes. Once you get set up, the
MLMRC recruiting system will begin prospecting for you full time!

STEP: 5 – LAUNCH THE RECRUITING STRATEGY:
Once you've watched the video several times, and shared it with your downline,
then begin to launch the strategy and put it to work in your MLM business.
Click here to watch the free video recruitment training:

http://www.mlmrc.com/700in24-free-mlm-training.htm
First please note: The very first time you try this, you're probably going to royally
suck at at! It's going to go horrible (most likely). You'll likely embarrass yourself.
You'll flub up. You won't know what to say or how to answer questions. That's
going to happen. Know that in advance. And know in advance that it's 100%
okay!
So the minor caveat is that just knowing the strategy doesn't guarantee you'll be
able to pull it off on day 1 when you try it. It might take some serious practice
before you're operating at the level of Holton Buggs. So day 1 might not mean
that very many people join. However, that being said, – what if you could still use
the strategy to recruit say a few per week? Or say a dozen per month? Would you
be okay with that? It would be a good starting point.
You'd be on your way to an early retirement!!! Plus when you send this ebook and
training to all your downline, what if some of them start pulling it off really well?
What if some of your downline are able to really work this because they're good
speakers. Well you'll benefit huge! So be sure to forward this ebook to your
downline! Infact, why don't you do that right now while it's still fresh in your
mind okay. (then after you've done that task come back and finish the rest).

This is now different than say for example learning to drive a car. Of course you're
not going to be “great at it” when you first get started. So don't worry. It's okay.
Just rinse and repeat the strategy over and over again. Each time you drove a car
when you first started you slowly got better and better right? Eventually driving
became easy right?
Eventually you're talking on the phone, while eating a burger while driving like it's
no big deal. Well same with this. You'll start out not being that good. Eventually
as you keep doing it over and over you'll get better and better at it. Eventually
you'll be doing a masterful presentation. And eventually you'll start to see more
and more people joining your downline. The same presentation outlined in the
video here:

http://www.mlmrc.com/700in24-free-mlm-training.htm
(now of course like I said this strategy takes some work. And it will take you
some time to really master. So in the mean time while you're practising it, be sure
to sign up for the hand free automated recruiting service available at:
www.mlmrc.com which doesn't require any special skills or time. It works
24/7/365 without you having to do anything. Just set it and forget it! Have it
running in just 5-10 minutes. Go there now.)

How do you know it will work?
Well this strategy has been proven to work! You already know the strategy works
as you seen in the recruiting video . And you might not get as many to join as
Holton Buggs, maybe you get somewhat less, but still that's a steady stream of
new recruits joining your downline week after week right??? And this strategy can
be applied to any MLM business, so can the automated recruiting system over
at: www.mlmrc.com
But let me ask you this... lets just imagine for second, lets say “what if” you tried
the system and you got even a dozen new signup's to join your MLM business in 1
day? If you did that day after day, you can rest assured you'll be set for life! You'll
be on that top MLM earners board eventually as well! And as you get each of your
downline doing this also they too will have massive success! So again be sure to
forward each of them a copy of this free ebook. (again do that right now!)
Again, this strategy has been proven to work by “professional network
marketers”. So don't down it, crown it! Use it! It's a strategy that works! It's one
of the most powerful strategies you'll find anywhere! Why would you not use a
100% free strategy that's already been proven to work right. So again, study that
video, watch it multiple times over, master it, and share this ebook with your
downline, either by sending them this file, and sharing this URL with them:

http://www.mlmrc.com/700in24-free-mlm-training.htm

Conclusion: The strategy works if you work it!
What's the secret formula to network marketing?
First: it's recruiting.
Second: it's mastering one strategy that works like clockwork. This
strategy gives you:
•
•
•
•
•

maximum speed,
Massive leverage,
its duplicatable,
it's free to do,
and has all the right things going for it. And...

Third: is to get an automated strategy also in play, such as the one
at: www.mlmrc.com that one only takes about 10 minutes for you to
set up, then it just keeps working for you 24/7, week after week,
month after month.
So don't put this off. You don't need to learn anything else. If you
want to be successful in your MLM business; If you want to potentially
make a fortune, and recruit tons of people, then watch the video,
learn it, and use this strategy. The full strategy is detailed here:
http://www.mlmrc.com/700in24-free-mlm-training.htm
Because here's the BEAUTIFUL THING...NOW GET THIS...
You DON'T NEED TO DO THIS STRATEGY FOREVER! All you need to do
is work it hard for a few weeks, or a few months. Or if you're really
motivated perhaps a year! Because once you build up that initial
downline that you need, the power of exponential growth and
compounding take over. Your downline will eventually “start to grow
on it's own”!

Again, once you do this for a while and you're able to recruit several
hundred or thousand people, at that point that downline will also start
using this strategy (as you'll be sharing this ebook and idea with
them), and they'll then be able to grow on their own!
Yes that's right, you'll actually have made it! You'll actually be able to
retire if you want! You'll have a huge growing income coming in each
month, as you're downline continues to grow bigger and bigger each
month on their own! At least you won't have to work that 9-5 job
anymore if you no longer want to. You'll be able to start living your
dreams, actually living life on your terms, with no one ever bossing
you around again!
You'll have finally made it in life! At last you'll have the time, money,
and freedom to escape the rat race and live very comfortably off your
network marketing residual income! So work hard on this. Don't put
this off. Again forward this ebook to each of your downline now which
will massively help them to increase their recruiting. Work this
strategy hard, like your very life depends on it for a while so that you
can build that initial downline team you need!
After that you're downline will eventually start to build on their own
and you can then relax. But for a while you need to concentrate, get
lazer focused, and put the time and energy in, and commit to working
this strategy.
So again, that's why it's super important to make sure you check off a
few things on your too do list... which are:
IMPORTANT FINAL STEPS:
1) Send this ebook to your downline. Alternatively you can just send
the follow web address to your downline and fellow networkers:
http://www.mlmrc.com/700in24-free-mlm-training.htm

2) Tweet and share this URL on all of your social media pages like:
Twitter, Facebook, Youtube, Linkedin, Pinterest, Instagram etc etc...
http://www.mlmrc.com/700in24.htm

3) Review the Automated Recruiting System (ARS) at this website
here: http://www.mlmrc.com which will automatically start recruiting
new people into your MLM downline.
4) Also be sure to check out our free article on: 101+ Powerful
Ways to Promote Your MLM Business here:
http://www.mlmrc.com/free-mlm-downline-building-methods.htm
5) To see our fully automated downline building system now
Visit: http://www.mlmrc.com
6) Follow us: https://twitter.com/mlmrc_com
7) YOUTUBE CHANNEL (MLMRC.COM FREE MLM TRAINING):
Youtube subscribe to us:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVauVQde4eYt4smZvH9uB-A
8) Earn 50% of any sale as an MLMRC Affiliate. FREE to join! Visit:
http://www.mlmrc.com/affiliate.htm
9) FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/mlmrcdotcom
10) Exchange links free with our popular MLM website, get free
traffic and link juice: http://www.mlmrc.com/links-exchange.htm
11) MLMRC.COM Free Newsletter: Get more free strategies like
this one, join now: http://www.mlmrc.com/newsletter.htm
12) Video/Contact: If you need any help, or free advice, feel free to
contact us at: http://www.mlmrc.com/contact.htm Also if you have a
MLM video that you want to share, send it to us, and we'll post it on
your popular Youtube channel for free.
P.S.: Last thing... Remember, the future will be exactly what you
show up with. So be sure to take one action right now while it's
fresh in your mind. Be sure to forwarding this ebook to your
downline, upline, or others in the industry. Or they can download
their own copy at:
http://www.mlmrc.com/700in24-free-mlm-training.htm

P.S.: Be sure to check out our huge MLM Support and Training
website at: http://www.mlmrc.com - Like, share, subscribe, and
we'll see you at the top! Sincerely, Your friends at: ~ MLMRC.COM
(RESELLER RIGHTS: You're free to forward this ebook to your downline, upline, and other mlm
associates. If you have a large contact list and need instructions on how to send this ebook to all
of them with just one click visit: http://www.mlmrc.com/send.htm which shows you how.)
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